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Abstract. The critical analysis of the foundations of the standard theory of harmonic oscillations 
is proposed. The unity of formal logic and rational dialectics is methodological basis of the 
analysis. The analysis leads to the conclusion that this theory represents gross error. The 
substantiation (validation) of this statement is the following main results. I. In the case of the 
material point suspended on the elastic spring, the linear differential equation of harmonic 
oscillations is the equation (condition) of balance of Newton’s force (Newton’s second law) and 
“Hooke’s force” (“Hooke’s law” as pseudolaw). This equation contains the following gross 
methodological errors:  (a) the differential equation of motion of the material point does not 
satisfy the dialectical principle of the unity of the qualitative and quantitative determinacy of 
physical quantities (i.e., Newton’s force and Hooke’s force). In other words, the left and right 
sides of the differential equation (i.e., the equation of balance of the forces)  have no identical 
qualitative determinacy: the left side of the the equation of balance of the forces represents 
Newton’s force, and the right side of the the equation of balance of the forces represents the 
“Hooke’s force” (as pseudolaw); (b) the sum of Newton’s force and the “Hooke force” (as 
pseudolaw) in the the equation of balance of the forces is equal to zero. This means that the sum 
of the numerical values of Newton’s force and “Hooke’s force” (as pseudolaw) is equal to zero. 
Consequently, the numerical values of Newton’s force and “Hooke’s force” (as pseudolaw) are 
equal to zero in the region of neutral real numbers. This means that the equation of balance of the 
forces is incorrect; (c) “Hooke’s force” (as pseudolaw) in the equation of balance of the forces 
represents the product of the spring constant (coefficient of stiffness of the spring) and the 
coordinate of the material point. In this case, “Hooke’s force” (as pseudolaw) does not represent 
Hooke’s law. “Hooke’s force” (as pseudolaw) contradicts to Hooke’s law because the coordinate 
of rhe material point does not determine the spring constant (coefficient of stiffness of the 
spring). “Hooke’s force” (as pseudolaw) has the dimension of Newton’s force. But, as the 
practice of measurement of Hooke’s force with the help of a dynamometer shows, the 
dynamometer readings are real neutral numbers with the dimension “kilogram-force”; (d) the 
mathematical operation of division of the equation of balance of the forces by the mass of the 
material point leads to the linear equation of balance of the accelerations of the material point. In 
this case, the mathematical operation gives rise to the term “frequency”: (spring stiffness 
coefficient)-to-(mass) ratio is “squared frequency”. But the spring stiffness coefficient is the 
constant that does not define the concept of frequency. Therefore, the quantity of the acceleration 
of the material point does not define the concept of the frequency of periodic motion; (e) the 
solution of the linear differential equation of balance of the accelerations of the material point 
has imaginary roots. This leads to the following contradiction: the coordinate of the material 
point is both an exponential function and a trigonometric function. II. In the case of oscillations 
of the mathematical pendulum, the linear differential equation of harmonic oscillations of the 
material point suspended on the inextensible thread represents a mathematical description of the 
angular displacement of the inextensible thread in the Cartesian coordinate system. This equation 
is a mathematical consequence of the standard differential equation of the rotational motion 
dynamics and contains the following gross methodological errors: (a) the differential equation of 
motion of the material point suspended on the inextensible thread does not satisfy the dialectical 
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principle of the unity of the qualitative and quantitative determinacy of physical quantities (i.e., 
the physical quantity of rate of change of the angular momentum (moment of momentum) and 
the physical quantity of moment of the acting force). This equation expresses the condition of 
balance of the rate of change of the angular momentum (moment of momentum) and the moment 
of the acting force. Gross error is that the left and right sides of the balance equation have no 
identical qualitative determinacy: the left side of the balance equation is the rate of change of the 
angular momentum (moment of momentum), and the right side of the balance equation is the 
moment of the acting force; (b) the sum of the rate of change of the angular momentum and the 
moment of the acting force is equal to zero in the balance equation. This means that the sum of 
the numerical values of the rate of change of the angular momentum and the moment of the 
acting force is equal to zero. Consequently, the numerical values of the rate of change of the 
angular momentum and the moment of the acting force are equal to zero in the region of neutral 
real numbers. This means that the balance equation is incorrect; (c) the mathematical operation 
of division of the equation of balance of the rate of change of the angular momentum and the 
moment of the acting force by the mass of the material point and the square of the thread length 
results in the equation of balance of the angular accelerations. In this case, the mathematical 
operation results in the term “frequency” (“squared frequency”). But the quantity of the angular 
acceleration does not determine the frequency of the periodic motion; (d) the linear differential 
equation of balance of the angular accelerations is analogous to the linear differential equation of 
balance of the accelerations of the material point suspended on the spring. Therefore, the 
solution of the linear differential equation of balance of the angular accelerations has imaginary 
roots and leads to the following contradiction: the angle of displacement of the pendulum from 
the equilibrium position is both an exponential function and a trigonometric function. 
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Introduction  

 
As is known, the theory of harmonic oscillations is an important part of the foundations of 

physics and mathematics [1-10]. This theory was created by well-known scientists and is 
presented (reproduced) in textbooks and monographs [11-16]. Therefore, the theory looks 
convincing. But the validity of the theory has not been questioned so far. 

In my opinion, the validity of a theory can only be researched (studied, analyzed) within the 
framework of the correct methodological basis: the unity of formal logic and rational dialectics. 
The unity of formal logic and rational dialectics represents the only correct criterion of truth. 
Formal logic is the general science of the laws of correct thinking. Rational dialectics is the 
general doctrine of universal connection and change in the world. The most important concepts 
of rational dialectics are the concepts of quality, quantity and measure. 

Quality (i.e., the qualitative determinacy) is the unity of properties, essential features of an 
object. The qualitative determinacy of an object represents the essence (as a set of essential 
features) of an object. Quantity is the quantitative determinacy of the essence of an object. The 
quantitative determinacy belongs to the qualitative determinacy of the object (i.e., the 
quantitative determinacy belongs to the essential feature of the object) and is expressed by 
dimensional neutral numbers.  
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 The measure of an object is the unity of the qualitative and quantitative determinacy of an 
object. From this point of view, a correct mathematical relationship represents the unity of 
qualitative and quantitative determinacy: the left and right sides of the mathematical relationship 
denote (designate, indicate) an identical qualitative determinacy (i.e., an identical meaning). 
Therefore, a mathematical relationship is incorrect if the left and right sides of the relationship 
belong to different qualitative determinacy. 

Well-known scientists did not find the correct criterion of truth for mathematical and 
physical theories. As is known, Albert Einstein and Henri Poincaré were probably the last 
scientists who tried to find the correct criterion of truth. After Albert Einstein, the problem of 
truth in science was not studied (researched) by mathematicians and physicists. Scientists 
worshiped (adored, venerated) the works of the classics of sciences. Scientists believed in the 
inviolability (firmness, stability) of the foundations of sciences. Therefore, scientists did not 
question the standard theories. That is why theoretical physics and mathematics contain gross 
methodological errors and enter into the greatest crisis. 

The purpose of the present work is to propose the critical analysis of the standard theory of 
harmonic oscillations. The methodological basis for analysis is the unity of formal logic and 
rational dialectics. This way of analysis gives an opportunity to understand the erroneous essence 
of the theory of harmonic oscillations. 
 
1. Elements of correct kinematics and dynamics [17-20] 

 
As is known, the starting point of correct kinematics is based on the following statements. 
1) “The quantity       0tltl MM    is called increment of the length of the path of the 

material point M  over time 00 ttt   where 00  t ,    is the initial point of time. The 

length of the path and  the increment of the length of the path are not vector quantities.  The 
quantity 

0t

 
        0

0

0 tv
t

tltl M
MM





 

 
is rate of change in the quantity  Ml . In other words, the speed of motion of the point M  is rate 
of change in quantity   . (Movement is change in general). Therefore, the speed is not a 
vector quantity. By definition, the speed of the motion of the point 

  tl M

M is the average speed over 
time . There is no “instantaneous speed” (i.e., speed at point of time t ). The speed of the 

motion is the essential feature (property, characteristic) of motion: speed is the rate of the change 
in quantity. The rate of the change in the quantity  

0t

  tl M  has no a graphical representation in 
system  because the quantity of the rate has no the dimension of “meter (m)”. The rate of 
the change in the quantity  is not defined and is not characterized by any direction because 

the quantity   is not defined and is not characterized by a direction of the motion of the 
point 

XOY

l

tl M 
  tM

M  in the system . Thus, the rate of the change in the path length is independent of a 
direction of the motion of the point  

XOY
M ”. 

2) “The variable quantity   0tv M   takes on the values    101 tv M  ,  ,    202 tv M    303 tv M   

under ,  ,  10t 20t 30t ,   respectively. If the interval (duration) of time is the variable quantity 

, then the quantity 0t0t t    0tv M  of the speed is a function of the argument 

. The conventional concept of speed at point of time (at instant of time)  (or at 

point of plane ) has no scientific and practical sense because the speed of the motion is 
determined by two (different) positions of the moving point 

0t

XOY
0t t  t

M  on plane  and by two XOY
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(different) points of time: movement is change in general; but there is no change in position at 
point of time t  (or at point of plane )”.  XOY

3) “If the speed of the motion of the point M  depends on time, then the quantity 
 

       M
MM t 0 a

t

tvv





0

01  

 
is called acceleration of the point M  on the path length       0tltl MM   where    01 tv M   is 

certain value of speed, which is experimentally determined. Acceleration characterizes the 
motion of the point M : acceleration is the  essential feature (property, characteristic) of the 
motion of point M . The quantity of the acceleration of the point M  has no graphical 
representation in the system  because the quantity of the acceleration has no dimension of 
“meter (m)”. The quantities   and  

XOY
 l M t  M   are connected by the following relationship: a

 
          2

00 tatl MM lt M ”. 

 

           ,    ,  then    g00 tlttl MMM  a MlIf   
 

g

l
t

M
 0    where 0t  is the free 

fall time of the material point M  in the gravitational field;  is the gravitational acceleration. 
This expression does not depend on the mass of the material point 

g
M  and represents a reliable 

experimental result. 
4) The product of mass and speed of the moving object M  represents the essential physical 

property (essential feature) of the moving material object: 
 

   0tvmp MM 0t
M 

0t

 

 
where the physical quantity  is called momentum of object pM  M . The dimension of the 

quantity of the momentum is  “ ”. This definition of the momentum satisfies the formal-
logical law of identity: 

1smkg

 
(property of the moving object ""M ) = 
= (property of the moving object ""M ). 

 
In addition, the definition of the momentum satisfies the formal-logical law of lack (absence) of 
contradiction: 
 

(property of the moving object ""M )   
  (property of the moving object "" Mnon ) 

 
5) The rate of change in the momentum of the moving object M  represents the essential 

physical property (essential feature) of the motion of the material object M . The rate of change 
in the momentum of the moving object M  is defined as follows: 
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where  is a certain value of the momentum, which is experimentally determined. The 

dimension of the quantity of the rate of change in the momentum is “ ”. The dimension 

“ ” characterizes the qualitative determinacy of the quantity of rate of change in the 
momentum. The definition of the rate of change in the momentum of the moving object satisfies 
the formal-logical law of identity: 

 01 tpM 

2s


2smkg

mkg

 
(property of the moving object ""M ) = 
= (property of the moving object ""M ). 

 
In addition, the definition of the rate of change in the momentum satisfies the formal-logical law 
of lack (absence) of contradiction: 

 
(property of the moving object ""M )   

 (property of the moving object "" Mnon ). 
 
6) As is known, the starting point of the correct dynamics of the material body S  is the 

following formulation of Hooke's law. 
(a) In the case of the spring  stretching, Hooke's law is the following correct expression: S
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where       is the increment of the length of the spring S ; the dimension of the 

e DF “ kgf ”, kg DF1  is a certain value of variable quantity D   which is the 

reading of the dynamometer  ; 

springspring ll 1

 is i.e. forc ;   fF 

D

 F

 
  












spring

D
spring

l

F

1

1 Sk  is coefficient of stiffness of the spring  

having the dimension “ mkgf ”. (The coefficient  springk does not depend on time t ). 

 Let one, using the dynamometer , stretch out the spring   to a certain length D S  springl  
(Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Change of the length of the spring. . S
 springl0  is initial value of the spring length; 
  springl 0 spruingl  is the finite value of the spring length.  

is a dynamometer, the readings of which are neutral 
numbers with the dimension “ kgf ”. 

D

 
 
As practice shows, the dynamometer  readings are real neutral numbers of the dimension 
“ ”, but not numbers of the dimension “ ”. If one disconnects the dynamometer  
from the spring , the spring  returns to its original (neutral) state during the relaxation time: 

. 

D
kgf

springl

2smkg D
S

spring

S
    lt 0

(b) In the case of compression of the spring , Hooke's law is the following correct 
expression: 

S
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7) Mathematical pendulum. In the case of a cycloidal periodic motion of a material circle 

(solid body), Huygens’ experimental result is the following statement: “Ratio of the time of one 
small oscillation of the circular pendulum to the time of falling on the double length of the 
pendulum is as ratio of the circumference of the circle to the diameter” (Huygens). In the case of 
the mathematical pendulum, the Huygens kinematic relationship for the oscillation period has the 
following form: 
  

 
 

 

 

g

l

r

l
T

pendulum

circle

circle
pendulum   

 
where   is the length of the mathematical pendulum;  penduluml     circlependulum rl   g;  is the 
gravitational acceleration. The oscillation period in the Huygens formula does not depend on the 
mass of the pendulum. This result is a reliable experimental fact. 
Comparison of the expressions  
 

 

g

l
t

M
 0     and      

 

 

 

g

l

r

l
T

pendulum

circle

circle
pendulum   

 
shows that the kinematics of the mathematical pendulum and the kinematics of free fall of the 
material point M  are qualitatively identical. The quantitative difference between these 
expressions is determined by the design features of the mathematical pendulum. For example, 
the dimensionless coefficient 
 

 

 circle

circle

r

l
  

 
.is determined by the design features of the mathematical pendulum. Essential meaning of this 
coefficient is that this coefficient determines the amplitude of oscillations 

If the fall (dropping) and lifting of the material point M  is repeated continuously several 
times by some material device, then the quantity 0t1  is the frequency of the periodic 
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movement. The frequency has the dimension “hertz” (i.e., cycle per second). The frequency is 
measured with a material counter. But if the fall (dropping) and lifting of the material point M  is 
not repeated continuously several times, then the quantity 01 t has no physical meaning. 

 
2. Standard differential equation of harmonic oscillations  
in the case of a material point suspended on an elastic spring 

 
In the case of the material point M  suspended on the elastic spring , the displacement of 

the material point 
S

M  is motion in the vertical straight line segment – the coordinate ruler X  
(Figure 2). 

   

 
 

Figure 2. The coordinate  Mx  of the oscillating material 
point M  suspended on the elastic spring . S

 
 
As is known, the standard equation of harmonic oscillations of the material point M  is the 

following linear differential equation of the second order: 
 

    02
0  MM xx   

 
where  is the displacement of the material point  Mx M , having the dimension “ ”; m

 Mmk2
0  is the coefficient (frequency) having the dimension “ 21 s ”; the mass   Mm  of the 

material point M  is the coefficient having the dimension “ kg ”; the spring stiffness coefficient 

 is the coefficient having the dimension “ ”. This equation of motion of the material 
point 
k 2skg

M  is a mathematical consequence of the following expressions: 
 

(a) Lagrange function:  
       

22

22

,
MMM

springM xkxm
L 


  for the “material point M + 

spring” system; 
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(b) “Hook’s law” (as pseudolaw):     MM xkF  . This expression is not an equation of motion 
of the material point  M ; 
(c) Newton’s second law for the material point M . This expression is the equation of motion of 
the material point  M ; 
(d) dynamic equation of balance (connection) of forces:     MMM xkxm   . 
The only meaning of the standard equation is that it is an equation (condition) for the balance of 
accelerations of the material point M . 
 
3. Objections to the standard differential equation of harmonic oscillations 

 
In the case of the material point M  suspended on the elastic spring , the displacement of 

the material point 
S

M  is motion in the vertical straight line segment – the coordinate ruler X  
(Figure 2). Physical, mathematical and formal-logical objections to the standard theoretical 
description of the harmonic oscillations of the material point M  are as follows. 

(a) The first gross error is as follows. The quantities  Mx  and  in the standard 

equation  represent accelerations and have the dimension “

 Mx2
0

    02
0  MM xx  2sm ”. These 

quantities designate numbers. If these quantities take on numerical values and the sum of these 
quantities (numbers) is equal to zero, then   0Mx  and  2

0
Mx 0  in the region of neutral 

real numbers. Consequently, the standard equation is incorrect; 
(b) the second gross error is that the coefficient  Mmk2

0  in the standard equation has 

the dimension “ 21 s ”. From the point of view of formal logic, the following statement is true: 

the correct dimension of the quantity  is “2
0 kgmkgf ”. Really, in the correct relationship 

   Mspring mk2
0 , the quantities  springk  and   Mm  have the following meanings:  Mm  is mass 

of the material point M , which does not depend on the characteristics of the spring  and time  

; 

S

t  


 

 











spring

spring
spring

l

F
k

1

1 Sis the coefficient of spring  stiffness, which does not characterize the 

material point M  and does not depend on time ; the coefficient t  
 

  




spring

spring






spring

l

F
k

1

1 has the 

dimension “ mkgf ”. Therefore, the correct dimension of the quantity  is not   “2
0 21 s ”. This 

means that the coefficient  cannot be contained in the equation of motion of the material point  2
0

M ; 
(c) the third gross error is that the quantity 0  in the standard relationship  Mmk2

0  is 

called the frequency of oscillations. The dimension of the quantity  is 2
0 21 s   because one uses 

the formula  . But frequency (as the number of iterations of oscillation per unit time) 

cannot be contained in the equation of motion because the quantity    is 

amF 
2
0

 
 
 

   .

int
2
0

absurdityfrequencyofsquare

Mpomaterialtheofmass

Sspringofstiffnessoftcoefficien






 

 
In other words, the quantity   
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 Mpomaterialtheofmass

Sspringofstiffnessoftcoefficien

int
 

 
cannot depend on time t . This means that the formula amF   is incorrect,   and the quantity 

  is not  a frequency; 0
 (d) the fourth gross error is that the expression  MM xkF   (as pseudolaw) contradicts 

to the following correct formulation of Hooke's law:  
 

 
 

 spring
spring

D
DsHoo l

l

F
FF 












1

1'ker ,        springspringspringsHoo 'ker  . lkFF 

 
Really, the spring  and the material point S M  are different (non-identical) objects. This is 
expressed by the formal-logical law of the lack of contradiction: 
 

“(spring ) S   (material point M )”. 
 

Violation of the formal-logical law of the lack of contradiction is that one replaces the concept 
“spring ” (which is not characterized by the term “coordinate”) by the non-identical concept 
“material point 

S
M ” (which is characterized by the terms “coordinate” and “mass”). In other 

words, the mistake is that one identifies non-identical concepts, i.e. 
 

“(spring ) S   (material point M )”. 
 

But the coordinate  of the material point  Mx M  is not the length of the spring  . 

Consequently, the term  cannot be contained in the equation  

S
 Mxk      MMM xkxm  . 

(e) The fifth gross error is that the equation   02
0  MM xx     is not a logical 

consequence of the  equation        0 MMM xkxm  . Really, from the point of view of formal 

logic, the concepts  and  Mx  Mx2
0  are not identical to the concepts   and      M xm   M  Mxk ,   

respectively. 
(f) The sixth gross error is the following expression:    sHoosNewton FF 'ker'   . But, from the 

point of view of formal logic and rational dialectics,    sHoosNewton F 'ker' F  because the left and 

right sides of the quantitative relationship    sHooF 'kers' NewtonF  have different qualitative 
determinacy, different meanings (i.e., the left and right sides of this relationship do not represent 
the same physical law). In other words, the gross error is that the expression 

 violates the formal-logical law of the lack of contradiction:    sHoosNewton FF 'ker'  

 
“(Newton’s second law)   (Hooke’s law)”. 

 
(g) The seventh gross error is the following formula:        MMMsNtwton xmFF ' . But 

 because Newton’s formula      MMM xmF  amF   is not a definition of force. 
(h) The eighth gross error reveals in the next operation. The operation is based on the correct 

definition of acceleration. If one represents (interprets) the standard differential equation in the 
form of the algebraic equation  
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(where   is an increment;    MM 00  xx
   

  2
0

0

tt

xx MM




  is a definition of the acceleration of the 

material point M ), then the standard differential equation will take the following algebraic form: 
 

  2
0

2
01 tt   . 

 
This algebraic expression is the proof that the standard differential equation is nonsense.  

Thus, the standard differential equation of harmonic oscillations represents a gross error. 
 

4. Mathematical pendulum  
 
In the case of a mathematical pendulum, the displacement of the material point M  

suspended on an inextensible thread is the angular displacement   of the inextensible thread 
(Figure 3). 

 
 

 
Figure 3.  The positions of the oscillating material point M  suspended 
on the inextensible thread in the “mathematical pendulum + coordinate 
system  ” system. The quantity XOY  Mx0  is the coordinate of the 

equilibrium position of the point   M . The quantities     Mxx 0
M     and  

    Mx0
Mx    characterize the displaced positions of the material point 

M .    is the quantity of the angle of displacement of the pendulum 

thread from the equilibrium value . The trajectory of the 

oscillating point 

2700
M  is the arc of the circle. 

 
The trajectory of the material point M  is the arc of the circle. The correct relationship between 
the length of the arc of the circle and the quantity of the central angle is as follows: 
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where  is the quantity of the central angle leaning (resting) on the arc of the circle; 

 is the length of the arc of the circle; 

 angelcentral
arc



 circularl  circler  is the radius of the circle; 

 is the length of the path traveled by the material point  Marc l circularl M ;  is the 

length of the pendulum thread; 

 penduluml 

 Mp  is  the momentum of the material point M . 
The quantitative relationships between the circumference  circlel  and the radius   circler   has 

form of the following proportion: 
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where  the dimensionless coefficient  
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1   is experimentally determined. 

 
5. Standard differential equation of harmonic oscillations 
of the mathematical pendulum 

 
As is known, the standard linear differential equation of harmonic oscillations of the 

mathematical pendulum (Figure 3) has the following form: 
 

    02
0  angelcentralangelcentral  ,   pendulumlg2

0  

 
where   is the frequency having the dimension “0 s1 ”;  penduluml  is the length of the 

inextensible thread having the dimension “ m ”;  angelcentral  is the angle of displacement of the 

pendulum from the equilibrium position; 
2sec

8,9
meter

g   is the gravitational acceleration, which 

has the dimension “ 2sm ”. This equation is a mathematical consequence of the following 
standard differential equation (i.e. the rotary motion dynamics equation): 
 

            angelcentralpendilumMangelcentralpendilumM lgmlm  sin
2

  , 
   angelcentralangelcentral  sin  
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where  is the mass of the material point  Mm M ;      angelcentralpendilumM lgm sin

   

  is the rotational 

moment created by the force of gravity;  2pendulumlMm is the moment of inertia of the 

pendulum;       angelcentralpendulumM lm    is the momentum;     pendulumM lm 
2  angelcentral   is the 

angular momentum (moment of momentum);  angelcentral  is the angular acceleration.  
The standard meaning of this dynamic equation is the following standard statement: the rate of 

change of angular momentum (i.e.,         angelcentralpendilumMM lmJ  2
  ) is equal to the moment 

of the acting force (i.e.,        angelcentralpendilumM lgm sinMN  ). In other words, this equation 
expresses the condition of balance of the rate of change of the angular momentum (moment of 
momentum)  and the moment of the acting force. 

 
6. Objections to the standard differential equation 
of harmonic oscillations of the mathematical pendulum 

 
(a) The first gross error is that the dimensions of the quantities    and 

 are different: the values of the quantity 

 angelcentralsin 

 angelcentral  angelcentralsin  are dimensionless numbers, 

and the values of the quantity   have the dimension “degree”.  angelcentral
   angelcentralpendiluml sin (b) The second gross error is that the quantity  represents the 

imaginary side of the non-existent right-angled triangle. 
(c) The third gross error is that the standard expression       angelcentralpendulumM lm   

contradicts to the following correct definition of the momentum of the material point M : 
 

     MMM lmp  ,      Marccircular ll  , 

 
 

 angelcentral
circle

arccircular l
l 

360
 , 

     angelcentralpendulumarccircular ll  . 
 
(Explanation: The correct definition of the momentum of the material point M  is based on 

the following fact: the trajectory (path) of the motion of the material point M  is the arc of the 
circle. The length of the arc of the circle is not a vector quantity. Change in the length of the arc 
of the circle determines the speed, acceleration and momentum of the material point  M ). 

(d) The fourth gross error is the assertion that the rate of change of momentum (i.e.,  

)  is equal to the moment of the acting force (i.e,, 

). But, from the point of view of formal logic and rational 
dialectics, 

      angelcentralpendilumM lm 
2

    centralpendilumM lgm sin





angel

 
            angelcentralpendilumMangelcentralpendilumM lgmlm  sin

2
  

 
because the left and right sides of the quantitative relationship have different qualitative 
determinacy  (i.e., different measures, different meanings). In other words, the left and right 
sides of the standard relationship represent quantitative changes under non-identical qualitative 
determinacy. Really, the physical concepts “momentum of the material point M ” and “moment 
of the force acting on the material point M ” have different meanings, different qualitative 
determinacy,  different measures. From the point of view of formal logic, the identification of the 
concepts “momentum” and “moment of force” is a violation of the law of the lack of 
contradiction: 
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“(momentum)   (moment of force)”. 

 
Consequently, the relationship  
  

            angelcentralpendilumMangelcentralpendilumM lgmlm  sin
2

   
 
represents a gross error. 

(e) The fifth gross error is that the equation 
 

    02
0  angelcentralangelcentral   

 
is not a logical consequence of the equation 
 

            angelcentralpendilumMangelcentralpendilumM lgmlm  sin
2

  . 
 
Really, from the point of view of formal logic, the concepts  angelcentral  and   are 

not identical to the concepts 

 angelcentral 2
0

      angelcentralpendilumM lm 
2   and          angell centralpendilum sinM gm ,  

respectively. 
(f) The sixth gross error manifests itself in the following. The quantities  and 

 in the standard equation 

 angelcentral
 angelcentral 2

0
    2

0  angelcentralangelcentral  0  represent the 

accelerations and have the dimension “degree/s2 ”. If these quantities take numerical values and 
the sum of these values is equal to zero, then   0angelcentral 2

0
central   and   in the 

region of neutral real numbers. Consequently, the standard equation is incorrect. 

 0angel

(g) The seventh gross error manifests itself in the next operation. The operation is based on 
the correct definition of acceleration. If one represents the standard differential equation in the 
form of the algebraic equation 
 

   

 
     00

2
02

0

0 


 angelcentralangelcentral
angelcentralangelcentral

tt



,     angelcentral 2700 

 
(where      00  angelcentralangelcentral 

   

 

is the increment of the quantity of the angle; 

2
0

0

tt

angelcentralangel



 central
  is the definition of acceleration), then the standard equation will take 

the following form: 
 

 2
0

2
01 tt   ,      pendulumlg2

0 . 

 
This algebraic expression is the proof that the standard differential equation represents nonsense. 

Thus, the standard differential equation of harmonic oscillations of the mathematical 
pendulum is a gross error. 

 
7. Discussion of the solution of the standard differential equation  
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Thus, the standard differential equation of harmonic oscillations is incorrect because the 
equation does not satisfy the laws of formal logic and rational dialectics. This fact means that the 
solution of the incorrect equation cannot be a scientific truth. Really: 

1) As is known, the standard solution of the standard differential equation 
     02

0  MM xx  is found as follows. Substitution of the expression    tax M exp

02
0

2  

 into 

the standard differential equation leads to the characteristic equation  where the 

parameter 



  and the constant  are not in a logical connection with the quantities a  Mx  and .  2
0

From the point of view of rational dialectics and formal logic, the standard mathematical 
(quantitative) expression    tax M exp  contradicts to the following assertions (statements, 
points) of the methodological basis: (a) the dialectical category of measure; (b) the formal-
logical law of identity and the law of the lack of contradiction because the left and right sides of 
the mathematical (quantitative) expression    tax M exp  do not have identical qualitative 
determinacy (measures). In other words, the right side of the quantitative (mathematical) 
expression  is not a feature of the material point   ax M exp  t M  (i.e.,  ta exp  does not 
characterize the object  M ). Therefore, the standard mathematical operation of change of the 
variable (i.e., )  is a gross methodological error.   ax M exp  t

From the point of view of formal logic, if , then   and  in the 

region of neutral real numbers because letters in mathematics designate (indicate, denote, 
denominate, mean) numbers. Therefore, the expression  is a gross error. 

02
0

2  

2 

02 

0

02
0 

2
0 

From the standard point of view, the characteristic equation  has imaginary 

roots:  

02
0

2  

01 i  , 01 i  .  In this case, the standard general solution of the equation  

    Mx   02
0 Mx is: 

             tatitiax M
000 cosexpexp2    

where   and  a    are arbitrary constants that do not characterize the material point M . This 
solution leads to the following contradiction: 
  . 

       tatax M
0cosexp . 

From the mathematical point of view,      tt 0cosexp  because an exponential function 

is not a periodic function. Therefore, the general solution of the equation     02
0  MM xx   is 

a gross error. 
The standard equation     02

0  MM xx   of harmonic oscillations is a special case of the 

standard equation of the general oscillatory motion. This means that the solution of the standard 
equation of the general oscillatory motion is a gross error. 
 2) In the case of the mathematical pendulum, the standard linear differential equation of 
harmonic oscillations of the mathematical pendulum has the following standard form: 
 

    02
0  angelcentralangelcentral  ,   pendulumlg2

0  

 
This equation is analogous to the equation      02

0  MM xx  . Therefore, the analysis of the 

solution of the equation     0angelcentral2
0angelcentral 

 

 leads to a similar conclusion: the 

solution of the equation   0angelcentral2
0angelcentral   is a gross error. 
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3) In my works [21-69], the following statements are proved: 
(a) the differential and integral calculus represents a gross error; 
(b) the numbers are neutral numbers; positive and negative numbers do not exist; 
(c) pure mathematics, standard trigonometry, complex number theory, and vector calculus 
represent gross errors. 
(d) Newton’s second and third laws represent gross errors. 

Consequently, the standard general theory of oscillations using standard trigonometry, 
complex number theory, vector calculus, Newton’s laws, etc. is unfounded, groundless, 
unreasonable one because it represents gross error in science. 

A particular (special) scientific theory cannot be substantiated (validated, well-founded, 
grounded) within the framework of particular (special) sciences because particular (special) 
sciences do not contain a criterion of truth. Moreover, the criterion of truth cannot be formulated 
within the framework of particular (special) sciences. The criterion of truth can only be 
formulated within the framework of the general sciences. The general sciences are formal logic 
and rational dialectics. Therefore, the unity of formal logic and rational dialectics represents the 
correct criterion of truth and the methodological basis for particular (special) sciences. 
Consequently, the substantiation (validation) of particular (special)  scientific theories should be 
carried out within the framework of the correct methodological basis. The existence of 
methodological errors in particular  (special)  scientific theories means the collapse of these 
theories. 
 
Conclusion 
 

Thus, the critical analysis of the foundations of the standard theory of harmonic oscillations 
within the framework of the unity of formal logic and rational dialectics leads to the conclusion 
that this theory represents gross error. The substantiation (validation) of this statement is the 
following main results.  

I. In the case of the material point suspended on the elastic spring, the linear differential 
equation of harmonic oscillations is the equation (condition) of balance of Newton’s force 
(Newton’s second law) and “Hooke’s force” (“Hooke’s law” as pseudolaw). This equation 
contains the following gross methodological errors: 

 (a) the differential equation of motion of the material point does not satisfy the dialectical 
principle of the unity of the qualitative and quantitative determinacy of physical quantities (i.e., 
Newton’s force and Hooke’s force). In other words, the left and right sides of the differential 
equation (i.e., the equation of balance of the forces)  have no identical qualitative determinacy: 
the left side of the the equation of balance of the forces represents Newton’s force, and the right 
side of the the equation of balance of the forces represents the “Hooke’s force” (as pseudolaw). 
  (b) the sum of Newton’s force and the “Hooke force” (as pseudolaw) in the the equation of 
balance of the forces is equal to zero. This means that the sum of the numerical values of 
Newton’s force and “Hooke’s force” (as pseudolaw) is equal to zero. Consequently, the 
numerical values of Newton’s force and “Hooke’s force” (as pseudolaw) are equal to zero in the 
region of neutral real numbers. This means that the equation of balance of the forces is incorrect. 
 (c) “Hooke’s force” (as pseudolaw) in the equation of balance of the forces represents the 
product of the spring constant (coefficient of stiffness of the spring) and the coordinate of the 
material point. In this case, “Hooke’s force” (as pseudolaw) does not represent Hooke’s law. 
“Hooke’s force” (as pseudolaw) contradicts to Hooke’s law because the coordinate of rhe 
material point does not determine the spring constant (coefficient of stiffness of the spring). 
“Hooke’s force” (as pseudolaw) has the dimension of Newton’s force. But, as the practice of 
measurement of Hooke’s force with the help of a dynamometer shows, the dynamometer 
readings are real neutral numbers with the dimension “kilogram-force”. 
 (d) the mathematical operation of division of the equation of balance of the forces by the 
mass of the material point leads to the linear equation of the balance of  the accelerations of the 
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(e) the solution of the linear differential equation of balance of the accelerations of the 
material point has imaginary roots. This leads to the following contradiction: the coordinate of 
the material point is both an exponential function and a trigonometric function. 

II. In the case of oscillations of the mathematical pendulum, the linear differential equation 
of harmonic oscillations of the material point suspended on the inextensible thread represents a 
mathematical description of the angular displacement of the inextensible thread in the Cartesian 
coordinate system. This equation is a mathematical consequence of the standard differential 
equation of the rotational motion dynamics and contains the following gross methodological 
errors: 

(a) the differential equation of motion of the material point suspended on the inextensible 
thread does not satisfy the dialectical principle of the unity of the qualitative and quantitative 
determinacy of physical quantities (i.e., the physical quantity of rate of change of the angular 
momentum (moment of momentum) and the physical quantity of moment of the acting force). 
This equation expresses the condition of balance of the rate of change of the angular momentum 
(moment of momentum) and the moment of the acting force. Gross error is that the left and right 
sides of the balance equation have no identical qualitative determinacy: the left side of the 
balance equation is the rate of change of the angular momentum (moment of momentum), and 
the right side of the balance equation is the moment of the acting force. 

(b) the sum of the rate of change of the angular momentum and the moment of the acting 
force is equal to zero in the balance equation. This means that the sum of the numerical values of 
the rate of change of the angular momentum and the moment of the acting force is equal to zero. 
Consequently, the numerical values of the rate of change of the angular momentum and the 
moment of the acting force are equal to zero in the region of neutral real numbers. This means 
that the balance equation is incorrect. 

(c) the mathematical operation of division of the equation of the balance of the rate of 
change of the angular momentum and the moment of the acting force by the mass of the material 
point and the square of the thread length results in the equation of balance of the angular 
accelerations. In this case, the mathematical operation results in the term “frequency” (“squared 
frequency”). But the quantity of the angular acceleration does not determine the frequency of the 
periodic motion; 

(d) the linear differential equation of balance of the angular accelerations is analogous to the 
linear differential equation of balance of the accelerations of the material point suspended on the 
spring. Therefore, the solution of the linear differential equation of balance of the angular 
accelerations has imaginary roots and leads to the following contradiction: the angle of 
displacement of the pendulum from the equilibrium position is both an exponential function and 
a trigonometric function. 
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